MISSION:
Give flight to alternative
business thinking.

bluware

Bluware is on a mission. We want to put your business at the forefront of
innovation. We want to accelerate entire business cycles and transform
how the industry thinks about finding and developing oil fields.
Following the recent merger with Hue AS and Headwave Inc., Bluware
develops and sells Headwave, an ultra-modern software platform that is
unconstrained by data size or compute complexity.
With the latest advances in Headwave, Bluware is creating entirely
new possibilities in the E&P industry, challenging the status quo and
introducing a way of working previously thought to be unattainable.

Leap ahead with the Headwave Software Platform
Think possible. Think now.
While most software providers spend time
chasing each other’s features, we have
designed Headwave to deliver a stepchange for the petrotechnical world. It’s
a whole new way of working that let’s you
jump ahead to the answer, skipping many
time-consuming tasks that have always
been assumed as the way things get done.

The Headwave platform is built on an
amazing Core Engine that strips away
typical computing constraints. This
means you can work with all the data
all the time. It means you can work at
the speed of thought. And it means
you can start augmenting workflows
with automation to complete valuable
activities in virtually the blink of an eye.

Don’t Miss Our Presentations at the EAGE
Theatre (booth #1610)
Data-Driven Transformation in geology, geophysics and
engineering
Presented by Diderich Buch, Chief Strategy Officer
Tuesday
10:30 - 11:00

Wednesday
13:00 - 13:30

Thursday
11:30 - 12:00

About Us
Bluware Corp is a privately owned company that produces game-changing solutions
for the most challenging objectives in the petrotechnical world. Bluware’s Headwave
software platform is used by some of the biggest names in E&P to accelerate digital
transformation initiatives, delivering both near-term ROI and long-term strategic
value. Working in close collaboration with industry leaders, Bluware develops
software that leaps ahead of long-time established offerings to drive business
innovation and a whole new way of working.

Contact Us

Bluware
16285 Park Ten Place, Suite 300
Houston, TX 77084
USA
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